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Abstract
Group Four of Mechanical Design ME 4182 has designed
a Mars habitat transport system for submission to NASA as
part of their Mars exploration program. The transport
system, the External Device to Incrementally Skid the
Habitat (E - DISH), will be used to transport Mars habitats
from their landing sites to the colony base and will be
detached after unloading. The system requirements for Mars
were calculated and scaled for model purposes. Specified
model materials are commordy found and recommendations
for materials for the Mars design are included.
Introduction
In establishing a Mars colony, several modular habitat units
will be brought separately to the planet where they will be
connected together. The first habitat will be placed at the
initial landing site. However, subsequent landings will be
far away from the colony so as not to risk colony damage.
Therefore a device is needed to transport the habitat modules
from their landing sites to the colony site and orient them for
connection.
A transport system for NASA Mars exploration program
was designed by Group Four of Mechanical Deign ME
4182 during the Fall quarter of 1993. The External Device
to Incrementally Skid the Habitat (E-DISH) was governed
by the constraints and requirements of the Mars te_'ain and
design parameters.
Requirements and Assumptions
The following requirements were dictated by the design
parameters and the Mars terrain; the transport device must:
• transport one 50 metric ton hemispherical ended
habitat cylinder of dimemions 5m diameter and lSm
length
• transport a cylinder a distance of 500-1000m
• be able to climb over obstacles lm in height, cross
crevasses lm wide, and not tip over in the transport
process
• provide protection for the habitat so that no
damage is incurred.
Further requirements and constraints were defined by the
design team and are as follows:
• the habitat cylinder will have six hard points
included for attac2tment to the transport device
• a total transit time of I hour
• the device must survive the Martian environment
• any acceleration of the habitat by the device is
assumed to be much less than the launching
acceleration from Earth
• the device must weigh no more than 17,500 kg, fit
within the space shuttle cargo bay, and be easily
assembled.
Basic Operation
E-DISH is a system comprised of a skid, a powered
increment, and a separate cone alignment device. The skid is
a framework of supports mounted on skis with the powered
increment taking after a _ cannon design. The
alignment cone is a hinged device which acts as a guide in
The device decided upon through design matrices and
considering Mars physical prope_es was the skid with a
powered increment. The need to design a suspension system
to overcome the obstacles of the Mars terrain was avoided
by the use of the incremented skid. This skid can maneuver
around the obstacles in its path of travel. The basic operation
is as follows:
I. The habitat is loaded onto the pmitioned skid. 2.
The skid is attached to the increment with the
two cables. The increment is driven the first
I00 meters of the distance to the colony site.
The increment stops and anchors itself into
the ground using the augers. The increment
pulls the loaded skid to its new position.
3. The process cominues until the habitat is
within 20 meters of the base.
4. An alignment cone is attached to the initial
habitat and the skid cable strung through its
pulley system.
5. The increment is driven to the rear ofthe
habitat to pull the habitat into connection.
6. The skid stays under the habitat unti/the
habitat is within one meter of the initial
habitat. The power screws are retracted to
lower the habitat. When the habitat is resting
on the ground, the from cross brace and the
shield are removed. The increment then pulls
the habitats together.
7. The increment is used to pull the skid
backwards out from under the habitat and the
alignment cone is detached.
Component Designs
E-DISH is divided into three subsystems: a powered
increment, a skid, and a connection device, with components
to each subsystem.
Powered Increment
The increment is the powerhouse of the design with three
motors, two for the wheels and cable drum and a third for
the augers. The following is a detailed break-down of its
components.
Frame. The model flame is made of 6061-'1"6 aluminum
for strength and ease of machining. The frame material is
important in that all other components are attached to it.
Cable Drum, Two cables were chosen to maximize the
strength to the weight. Using Machine, s Design
Handbookl the actual Mars cables are type 6 x 19 improved
plow steel wire rope, 2.22cm in diameter, and 100m in
length to withstand a tension of 153 kN The cable drums
have drum diameters of Ira, drum widths of 0.58m, and
flange diameters of 1.18m The tension dictates that the
cable drums he made of 6061 T6 aluminum of 270 MPa 2
yield strength to withstand a radial pressure of 13.8 kPa.
For the model, 8 Ib DuPont Stren fishing line is
used for the wire rope to pull a load of 1.Skg and the drum
material is 6061-T6 aluminum. The model drum is of
dimensions R18 x 30am.
Clutch System, The two major operations of the
powered increment are driving to the colony base from the
habitat's landing site and pulling the loaded skid. Power
must be independently supplied to both the wheel and cable
drum systems to allow proper wheel operation and cable
release. The clutch design allows the wheels to be engaged
with the cable dam in neutral so as to spool out cable as it is
being driven. When the cable drum is engaged, the wheel
system must be locked out to prevent increment movement.
The dutch system incorporates the square jaw type clutch
with the benefits of a self aligning cone clutch. Clutch
limitations due to the temperature gradients of Mars and the
high possibility of clutch wear eliminate friction based clutch
systems. Using the square jaw clutch allows for positive
engagement with no slippage due to the interlocking mated
components. A six spline star pattern as shown in Figure 1
was chosen to distribute the applied torque evenly through
out the mated component.
Fig. I Six spline star pattern
No clutch holding force is required to hold the mating
components in position since the mating splines are parallel
to the mated spline slots. An ezqgaging force of 24N is
needed for the model and 9S0N for the actual Mars design.
To reduce engagement shock known to positive
engagement clutch systems, the mated component was
designed with self-aligning dopes. The guide dopes
combine with the "free" travel of the clutch to mate the
splines without jamming. The mating component was
designed with a twelve spline pattern to reduce the amount
of travel needed. Splines are set 30 _ apart with the slope
peaks m 15° from the spline center. The aligning slope angle
of 27 ° from horizontal in Figure 2 dives the best guidance
with the _ortest height without engagement shock
t27 degree
Fig. 2. Aligning slope angle
Axles. The wheel and cable drum systems share a central
axle. This reduces the total weight and increases the stability
of the increment since the cable drum under full tension
would require a large support system and the center of
gravity is lowered by this configuration. The clutch system
is mounted on a secondary axle that is designed to slide back
and forth through the main frame. Alumimun tubing of OD
7ram, ID 5ram with Teflon lubrication is used for the model.
An axial rated bearing system must be used for the actual
Mars design. This system uses beatings parallel to the axles
to allow for parallel movement.
The main axle consists of a 6061-T6 aluminum shaft and is
milled in three sections from R3.0mm to K2.5mm to
R2.0mm The smallest section provides a mount for the
wheel. An axle cap secures each wheel to the axle.
Powertrain. The need for reliable and revers_le high
output energy sources is required for the E-DISH. A high
power output is needed to drive the increment wheels and to
pub the loadedskid. The model power sourcechosen was
the Tamiya 1000 rpm model electric motor. The motors are
capable of pulling 3kg with gear reductions as shown in
Figure 3 achieved through two 24ram double diameter spur
gears and two small 5ram alignment spur gears. This
geartrainisconnectedtoa 15mm spurgearon themain axle
so as to never disengage from each other. This is essential
since the main axle gear travels 7mm and if disconnected
could cause the increment to go off-line.
Fig. 3. Geartrain configuration
The motors are cost effect_ easily replaced, aud compact
for mounting. Three "C" dze batteries are needed to power
three motors, wired inch that two mototz are always
connectedwhilethe thirdiswired ina connect/disconnect
manner. This•"hminatestheneed foradditionalbatteries.
The motors are mounted to the bottom of the increment
frame to maximize space. The mount is a "U'-shaped strip
of aluminum with the bottom cut out creating a frame-like
structure to reduce weight. Sha_ openings are cut into the
side of the mount. The gear mount is a similar one piece
design with the shaft openings cut out of the sides. The
gears are attached to the shafts with glue.
For the Mars design, electric motors that produce a
minimum torque of 5.7 kN-m are required. Variable speed
specification is also important to reduce start up shock.
Battery sources are still a subject for research. As of today's
technology, they will require the most component space and
add the most weight to the increment assuming they are to
be solar rechargeable with standard electric voltage outputs.
Augers and Legs. In order to secure the increment while
winching the skid, two augers of 6061-'1"6 aluminum (model
and actual design), one on each side at the rear of the
increment, are used to anchor into the soil along with
support legs with blades.
The support system is designed with 66% of the resistant
force on the augers and 33% on the support leg blades.
The two augers are positioned so as not to interfcre with
motor operation and have sufficient ground clearance. They
are set at -45 ° from the horizontal to minimize depth for the
gnmtest holding strength. This reduces the shear stress on
the actual auging shaft and offers the greatest resistive force.
The augers are placed behind the main axle/frame connection
to give a direct opposing force to the tension, helping to
reduce the bending stress on the main axle. The auger blades
screw into the terrain so as not to remove the soil above it.
Maximum soil compression is achieved resulting in higher
resistive forces to the cable tension.
The auger system includes one reversible 1000 rpm motor
that uses bevel and spur gears to operate the augin8 system.
The angers are rotated through the use of a bevel/spur gear
connection. This connection drives a chain to the outside
spur Bear. This outside spur gear drives the main auger
bevd gear in which the anging device floats up and down.
To raise and lower the augeT a secondary bevel/spur gear is
used. The main bevel gear off the motor drives a second
spur gear which rams the support shaft.On each end of this
shaft, a spur gear is engaged to the auging device. This
raises or lowen the auger. The power supply may be turned
off when the angers are not in use so as to conserve battery
power.
An alternative design for posdble consideration involves
changing the ImScr spkmer system, the chain driven
bevel/spur gear connections, to a one shaft design
inco_a'ating a hypoid spur gear connection as shown in
Figure 4. The hypoid gear drives the main bevel gear _aile
the spur gear raises and lowers the auger. Due to time
constraints and the lack of dimensions for the main bevel
gear, a hypoid gearwas notdesigned.
Fig. 4. Possible hypoid gear configuration
The support legs provide the maximum strength with the
tightest weight, such as I-beams or T-beams with a cross
sectional area of 5.5x10 -4 m2 made of 6061-T6 ahnninum
(model and actual design material). The two legs are
connected to the main frame by a pin connection that allows
the legs to be swung in or out for storage and/or transport.
The connection position is directly in line with the cable
drum connection to the clutch. This gives the maximum
resistance to the cable tension. Blades are welded onto the
end of the legs offering a resistance force by burying into the
soil when the increment is pulling the loaded skid.
Wheels. The wheels for the powered increment are a one
piece unit of 6061-T6 aluminum with a secondary traction
layer. The wheel consists a central hub with eight ribs
supporting the exterior ring with an outer diameter of 76nmz
To increase the strength of the wheel ribs, the wheel accepts
the mated component of the clutch as an imegral part. This
clutch component increases the strength and reduces the
chance of rib bending or failure when welded to the main
hub. The secondary layer is made of soft rubber and is pre-
molded so as to attach to the outer ring of the wheel.
Ground clearance on the model scale is 12ram but for the
actual design the wheel diameter is variable upon terrain
requirements.
Skid Design
The skid consists of two skis joined by two crossbeams.
The habitat module is attached by si hard l_oints placed
according to an assumed habitat fmela_ to height
adjustable support members. The maximum ground
clearance of the module is 7.9mm. The front of the habitat is
protected by a cow-catcher type shield. All major parts are
made of 6061-'I"6 aluminum due to its superior strength-to-
weight ratio. This is the model material as well as the actual
Mars skid. Model dimensions given can be scaled by 39.37
to calculate actual dimensions. The skid is pulled by two
removeable cables attached to the front cross brace. The
skid is 381ram long and 102mm wide, slightly narrower than
the habitat (assuming 127mm habitat diameter) in order to
minimize weight without compromising stability. The loaded
skid can traverse a 35 ° side hill without tipping. This
stability allows one ski of the skid to run over a 2.3 meter
rock at Mars specifications without tipping over. The loaded
skid will begin sliding due to gravity on a down slope
between 17° and 35 ° . The exact angle depends on the
friction coefficient of the particular terrain, which is
estimated to be between 0.3 and 0.74. Current weight
estimates for the skid are about 10.3 metric tons, or about
20°,6 of module mass. The actual Mars skid will sink no
more than 3 cm into the soil when fidly loaded.
Ski Design. Each ski is 369mm long and 13ram wide x
6.5mm high (Figure 5).
Fig. 5. Skid skis
Both the front and rear ends of the skis are upcurved to ease
sliding, and the bottom surface is hemi-cytindfical. Using a
Martian soil bearing capacity of 3.5 N/cm2/cm5, the skis
should sink no more than 3cm into the rail. This results in a
contact patch of 0.22m wide for each ski. The ski bottoms
are coated with Teflon to decrease sliding friction. Research
indicates that a Teflon coating can reduce the coefficient of
eliding friction in similar applications6,7.
Cross Braes. The cross brazes are 3.5ram x 3.5ram in
cross section and 89ram long. This cross section insures that
eaoh support can safely rapport the habitat in the ma,,dmmn
load condition of a 35 ° side hill. The length determines the
spacing between the skis. Both braces are removable for
easier space transport of the skid, but when in service, the
rear brace is permanently attached. The front brace is
removed prior to unloading the habitat from the skid so that
the skid nay be pulled out from under the module.
Supports. Each of the six support posts contain a power
screw (Figure 6) capable of raising and lowering the habitat
for connection to the colony base habitat.
Fig.6. Floating head for hard points to habitat
The module is raised during transport to provide maximum
ground clearance. When the colony site is reached, the
habitat module is lowered to the ground and the skid is
pulled out from the rear. The connection site between the
support and the module was chosen to intersect the module
in such a way that all forces on the module are radial.
Shield. The shield is a one piece design made of 6061-T6
aluminum which is completely removed during the unloadin 8
of the habitat. It is 7.5ram tall and lmm thick with a 7.9mm
ground clearance, same as the habitat, to allow small rocks
to pass beneath it.
Connection Device
A cone-like device is needed to facilitate alignment of the
new habitat to the existing module. To minimize the weight
of the structure, the connection/alignment is a wire frame
structure (Figure 7) consisting of 6061-T6 aluminum tubing
for the actual Mars design.
Fig. 7. Alignment Cone
The alignment must be able to withstand an impact force
where the habitat might bang the structure. The impact
force is dependent on the mass of the skid and its
acceleration. The acceleration of the skid is assumed to be
very small due to being pulled slowly into alignment,
resulting in a negligible impact force. The considered forces
are the stresses applied to the connection device from the
module, possibility causing bending or buckling to the
structure.
The model cone fits around a 26ram diamet_ connection
seal. The composition of the cone consists of two
hemispherical wire-frame halves, made of 4ram diameter
carbon steel wire. The cables attached to the skid are
redirected through a side support on the cone to the
increment to allow clearance, preventing any contact
between the cable and the module.
For the actual connection, a 50.Smm aluminum robe with
wall thickness 5.5ram is used as the main material. The
weight of the each cone half is estimated at 1650N. As for
column buckling of the connection device over the seal, a
critical force of 1000kN was calculated. Assuming an
acceleration of 0. I m/s2, a force of 6500N was found to cause
a deflection of 5ram on the bar, assuming all the forces from
the skid is concentrated at one point. A 0.1m diameter
pulley with grooved sides is used to redirect the cables,
reducing friction between the cable and the cone device.
Each pulley, along with the support, handles a tension force
of at least 76.5N The _ design allows for a l m
toleranc_ in aligning the habitats.
Concluding Remarks
Total System
The E-DISH meets the standards put forth by the opening
problem statement. It transports the 50 metric ton habitat
module over the required distance safely and e_cie_y.
This system can be removed from the module and used
repeatedly for additional modules. The weight of the _em
is 10.3 metric tons for the skid component, 0.2 metric tons
for the alignment connection, and 6.5 metric tons for the
increment. The overall system will require approximately
one hour for mmsport time from the landing site to the
colony base. This overall design fulfills the weight
requiremem in that it will be less than the weight of the
module. This system has a better ¢ost-to-beaeflt ratio than
an integral transport system in that once the E-DISH has
been transported to Mars, it can be used indefinitely without
any _aition_ space_ight weight.
F=rther Reeommmdatiom
The control systems for the E-DISH include controls for
thebatt_ wheels,ground_ cabledrum,=actCow=
screws. Voltmeters are needed to monitor the batteries
power level with warning fights and a master on / off switch.
Thewheelsareindividuallycontrolled,are reversible, and
have variable speed settings. The ground drills have an on /
off switch and are restricted to up and down movement. The
cable drum has an on / off switch with warning lights for
slack cable and clutch jam. These controls can be designed
so that the entire system can be remotely controlled,
requiring no extra-vehicular activity.
To help in driving the increment, a secondary flee wheel
that can be extended or withdrawn should be added to the
support legs to the increment. This free wheel would raise
the rear blades off the terrain, eliminating drag.
A braking system can be added to the skid so that steep
down hills could be traversed which would otherwise have to
be avoided. This addition could be as simple as flaps which
would extend into the soil to increase drag.
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Addendum
I. Endflange:
Drill one (I), 2ram hole on each endflange. This hole is used to connect the cable to the
cable drum. The hole should be placed as low to the drum as possible to help place the highest
stress near the clutch/flange connection. This connection is where the component is the strongest.
The change in inertia is negligible.
2.A batterystoragedevicemust be designed.This designissimilartothe motor mount with the
dimensions tomatch "C" sizebatteries.25mm x 50ram.
3.Six (6)2mm microscrcwsarc needed forvariousconnections.See drawings.
4.DuPont sirenfishinglineisthe model forthe cable.Model re.quires,two (2)linesthatarcone
(1)meter inlength.
5. Solder two (2) eye hooks onto the front crossbrace of the skid unit. Hooks arc placed in a
position that will not interfere with shield placement or operation.
6.Softrubbertractiontreadisfrom Mattel'sFieldBattleCommand BattleTank, with remote.
Cut offundersiderubber finsand cutto fitto wheel circumference.Two (2)treadsarc
required.
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Assembly Instructions
C
|
Assembly Procedure for E-DISH's increment prototype
General
1. Verify all dimensions and clearances and amend construction documents as needed.
2. Read all assembly procedures before construction of the components or final assembly.
3. Manufacture all components out of specified material.
Wheels
a. Adhere the outside rubber traction tread to the wheel rim. Align tread so no over -lap is present.
Cable Drum
a. Obtain the Cable Drum Body, Center Drum Flange, and End Flanges.
b. Position the Center Drum Flange on the Cable Drum Body such that there are equal distances between the
center point of Center Drum Flange and the edges of Cable Drum Body.
c. Solder into position.
d. Position the right End Flange onto the Cable Drum Body such that the center fines of the two
components match. Center the Flange onto the Drum Body. Solder into place.
e. Place Right Main Axle through the End Flange axle hole such that the smallest diameter of the shaft is
pointing outward to connect to the wheel.
f. Place Left Main Axle through left End Flange in the same manner.
g. Repeat step (d) for left side End Flange.
h. The completed Cable Drum System should have the cable drum enclosed with the main axles poking out of
the drum body, free to turn and to attach to the wheel system.
Secondary Axle
a.
b.
holes.
C.
d.
e.
f.
Obtain gear (K), secondary axle, two (2) engaging clutch components, and body flame.
On the right front of the time, locate the "U" axle holes. Slide the secondary axle through one of the axle
Slide gear CK) over the secondary axle and slide axle such that it passes through both "U" axle holders.
Position gear (K), 19mm from outside edge of secondary axle. Solder into position.
Attach the external clutch components to he ends of the secondary axle. Solder into position.
Repeat for left side.
Drum and Wheel connection to frame
a. Obtain Frame, Cable Drum, and Wheet components.
b. Slide the main axle through the secondary axle such that the end of the main axle is clear of clutch
components.
c. Repeat for opposite side.
d. Cable Drum should now be attached to the body frame through the main axle running through the secondary
axles. Both axles should he fTee to turn.
e. Slide wheels over the outside section of the main axle such that the wh_ hub is flush with main axle
transition.
f. Attach Axle Caps over the end of the main axle to secure wheel. Use an adhesive for connection.
g Repeat for opposite side.
!Motors
a.
b.
c.
d.
Obtain two (2) Motors, two (2) Gear (D), and two (2) motor mounts.
Place Motors with-in the motormounts.
Slide Gear (D) over motor shaft and secure with adhesive.
Repeat process.
Geartrain
a. Obtain gearmounts, shafts (A, B, and C), and gears (A,B, and C).
b. Using drawing GI. 1 and schematic gear layout on drawing PT.2, position gears and shafts with in gear
mount. Slide the shaft through left side ofgearmount, slide the gear over the shaft and push the shaft out the right
side ofthe gearmount. Adhere the gear to the shaft to secure shaft with-in the gearmount. All gears are to be engaged
with one another and allowed to rotate freely.
Powertrain connection
a. Obtain body frame, gearmounts, and mounted motors.
b. On right side of body flame, slide secondary axle all the way to the left. Adhere gear mount such that gear
(A) is engaged with gear (K) on the far left side. The proper placemem and action of the secondary axle should be
checked before adhesion takes place. To do this, slide gear (K) to the far fight side. At this position, gear (K) should
still be engaged with gear (A).
c. Mirror process for left side gear mount.
d. After the gearmounts are secured in place. Position motors such that gear (D) is engaged with gear (C).
Secure motormounts with adhesive.
Support Systems
Drill motor
a. Follow same mounting procedure as with normal motor mounts but replace gear (D) with gear (IT).
b. Position gear (F) in rear side small bole. Secure with 2ram microscrew. Assure that gear (F) is free to rotate
without interference.
c. Slide rubberV-belt over gear (F) and place near, centerline of frame.
d. Secure gear (J) to center line of body frame, through V-belt. Position gear (J) such that R is engaged with
gear (H). Secure with 2mm microscrew.
e. Repeat for other side of frame.
£ Support device to this stage should spin both V-belts to gears (F).
g Position gear (E) over frame drill support hole and engaged with gear (1:).
h Slide auger into gear (E).
i. Slide gear (I) over shaft (D) such that it is engaged with gear (H) when shaft is in proper positiorL
j. Slide two (2) drill brackets onto each end of shaft. Total of four (4) brackets.
k. Attach gears ((3) to the shaft through adhesives.
1. Adhere the bottom of the brackets in a mannerthat one is near the auger and one is near the main motor.
Before adhesion is complete, align all gears so that gears ((3) are engaged with auger and gear 04) is engaged with
sear 0).
m. Proper action should be that when the motor is engaged, gear (J) to gear OF)cause the auger to spin, and
the connection, gear (I) to gear (G) cause the auger to raise or lower depending on motor rotation.
Support Legs
a. Weld blade caps to each side of blade.
b. Weld blade to end of support leg.
c. Position support leg into body flame.
d. Slide support pin through body frame and support leg.
e. To secure the pin, use a device pin through the pin hole.
f Repeat process.
Cable.
a. Take model cable and attach to endflange through the cable hole. Wrap the cable around the drum.
Clutch Controls
a. Using CS. 1 as the reference, connect the control levers as illustrated.
b. Connect the fight side control lever to the upper hole on the solenoid and the left hand control lever to the
lower solenoid hole.
c. Secure levers to solenoid by 2mm microscrews.
d. Secure Solenoid to the bottom of the body frame using GI. 1 as a reference.
e. Connect the comrol levers to the frame by placing 2ram microscrews through the middle hole on the levers
into the front side hole on the body flame.
Power
a. Place battery holders on bottom of frame using GI. l as a reference. Make sure batteries do not interfere
with the proper operation of the device.
b. Solder wires to motors and control pack and route to battery holders and control panel.
C
Assembly Procedure for E-Dish's Skid Prototype
General
1. Verify all dimensions and clearances and amend construction documents as needed.
2. Read all assembly procedures before construction of the components as necessary.
3. Manufacture all components from the specified material.
Skid
a. Thread each of the six power screws into the holes on the skis.
b. Attach one the floating heads to each of the power screws.
c. Attach the rear cross-brace to the skis using two MI.6 x 0.35 coarse pitch screws.
d. Attach the front cross brace to the skis using two M1.6 x 0.35 coarse pitch screws. Orient the
brace so that the cable attachment rings face the front of the skid.
e. Affix the gate to the front of the skid by sliding the pins into the holes on the front of the skis.
!
Assembly Procedure for E-DISH's Connection Prototype
General
1. Verify all dimensions and clearances and amend construction document as needed.
2. Read all assembly procedures before construction oftbe components or final assembly.
3. Manufacture all components out of specified material.
Cone
a. Obtain the Left and Right Cones.
b. Attach the Left and Right Cones onto the connection seal of the existing module.
c. Get two orthodontic appliance rubber bands.
d. Make sure the gap division between the left and fight cones is vertical.
e. Attach one rubber band to the side of the left cone, pull across the top and attach to the side of
the right cone.
f. Attach the other rubber band to the side of the right cone, pull across the bottom and attach
the to the side of the left cone.
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